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Discovered near White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, by Kenneth K.

Mackenzie in August, 1903, and named by him the following year, it was

chian expedition of 1933, this evening-primrose relative has been flowering

successfully in the Thompson Memorial Rock Garden. Accompanying it

Already a few of the plants brought back from the Garden's Rocky

It is not only from organized expeditions that novelties are acquired. Staff

has been greatly increased through the work of one of the collaborators.
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One rule to follow that is always safe is this : Do not take too

seriously the notions of various growers, good as these may be in

wn neighborhood who seem to be the most successful.

New York City where several species reach their northern limit

raodland plants, azaleas generally bloom more abundantly when

rown in a well lighted situation, with a fair amount of sunshine,

lan when grown in the shade. Hot dry sites, however, such as

ully avoided. Perhaps the very best location for most azaleas is

a site where the sun will fall on the plants about half the time.

lary shrubs. While winter winds are most disastrous to the

jrecn rhododendrons, the warm dry winds of summer are

• destructive to the deciduous azaleas, which are in the same
• genus. Such winds injure the plants directly by accelerating

makes them more susceptible to winter-killing. In

heavy mulch of oak leaves, maintained throughout



liformly good soil conditions for azaleas. This was reflected in

Although peat may not be needed for all azalea soils, and some

•owers prefer not to use it, I feel that it is needed for my plants.

which, on the other hand.^ is preferred for propagation of some

the soil is beneficial when it is not alkaline.

As a substitute for peat, oak leaf-mold, natural woodland top-

soil or the so-called "upland peat" may be used in the soil mix-

This material not only furnishes needed acidity to an ordi-

: furnishes

:hereby making a suitable environment for the delicate and

ihallow azalea roots. Peat combined with a mulch of oak leaves

issures ample aeration, uniform moisture and some plant food

"rom the slowly decaying leaves. Another advantage of peat is

that few weeds enter a peat bed and that, if they do become

established there, such pests as quackgrass may be easily pulled

DUt entire. If a bed is not made, individual plants may be set in

a similar peaty soil mixture, but, in alkaline regions especially,

"i some advantage in grouping the acid-loving plants into

If fertilizers are desired, be sure to use only those that are

xmimended for rhododendrons, blueberries, or similar ericaceous

plants. Ammonium sulphate, in dilute applications, or tankage or

decayed manure which is old enough to have lost the main strength



United States. After choc

of the root-ball and fill thi

leaves every autumn. While other materials may be used

mulching, oak leaves are preferable, since leaves of maple,

become alkaline, while oak leaves retain their acidity and

:mpt or



constant mulch, over a porous subsoil, gives azaleas better grow-

ing conditions than ordinarily obtainable outdoors under artificial

irrigation or other garden expedients. This is especially true

where the water is "hard" or alkaline, since such water is injuri-

ous to the plants and will soon destroy the acidity of the soil.

i of a s of

drought. Besides this, it has been truthfully said that azaleas and

rhododendrons like to have their "feet" cool. During the warm
dry days of midsummer, the peaty soil underneath the mulch will

remain cool and slightly moist at all times. In winter, also, the

mulch protects the soil from alternate freezing and thawing, with

resulting benefit to the azalea plants.

which may be called the native azaleas of America, also for their

allies, the five-anther azaleas of Japan and China, Rhododendron

the extensive races of hybrids called Ghent and Mollis azaleas.

ardy or ,ardy a such a

the Obtusum subseries, but there is some evidence that the mem-
bers of this Obtusum group are not so definitely in need of the

subseries (which are also called the Pentanthera azaleas), com-

prising those which are mainly discussed here. On Long Island,

for instance, the members of the Obtusum group are perhaps

also such other kinds as R. japonicum and the beautiful races of

hybrids, since they offer a whole new list of garden possibilities.

What these possibilities are, and what species may be recom-

mended as the best, I shall try to describe later.

In the meantime, let us observe that many of these beautiful

require little more care than the' annual replenishing of 'the mulch
and the removal of faded flowers from the plants after blooming.





(Annual Report of the

cActing 'Director

For 1937 By H. A. Gleason

dividends on United States Steel Preferred and to certain extra

payments by the City of New York. The former have been fully

paid and will not be a source of unexpected revenue in 1938, while

there is neither assurance nor expectation that further additional

payments will be received from the City. The Acting Director

salary in 1932, due chiefly to decreased appropriations by the

before.

Buildings and Grounds

noted, nevertheless, that many repairs are still greatly needed,

especially in the Museum Building and Conservatory Range 2.

Some of these have been included in our request to the City for

appropriations under the Capital Outlay Budget.



Contracts for the rebuilding of Conservatory Range 1, under a

City appropriation of $350,000, were let partly to Lord and Burn-

ham Co. and partly to the Metropolitan Greenhouse Company.

completed until some time in 1938. At the present time it is

estimated that houses 4 to 10, inclusive, are 98 per cent complete

11, and 12 are 30 to 80 per cent complete, while houses 13, 14. and

15 have not yet been started. In general, the repairs consist in

the old wooden bars in the roof. Old steel work has been thor-

the steam coils in houses 2. 3, 5, 14. and 15. made extensive re-

pairs to the heating .v-tcni in other houses, and made various

Rock Garden to increase the pressure available there. Four drink-

installed in the Host Garden, using about 1,850 feet of tile. Other

The Works Progress Administration has completed the re-

surfacing of footpaths west of the Bronx River and has made

some progress on the east side of our grounds. The Works
Progress Administration also provided most of the labor for sink-

ing the path along the Advisory Council Garden and installing





Conservatory Range 1, which necessitated the closing of the Range

A notable success of the past winter was the continuous display

of flowers and other ornamental plants in Range 1. Houses 5 and

were used, representing 782 species and varieties. The special

Christmas display consisted of 1,811 plants in 194 varieties, and

varieties. The public response to these displays was most satis-

greatest in the history of the Garden. On fine Sundays attendances

of five thousand or more were by no means unusual and at least

twenty thousand people saw our Easter display. In spite of inclem-

play was planned for the present season and our efforts have been

concerned primarily with the preservation of valuable collection

material. This has involved a great deal of moving of plants

from house to house, including the temporary transfer of many

few plants have been lost and of most of these we have living

America. This event received remarkably wide publicity. News-

windows, and for a fortnight or more it was literally the talk of

In Conservatory Range 2 the permanent collections are in satis-

factory condition. The orchid collection has been improved by



health. The installation of suital

further improvement in the condition of tl

collection now ranks as the finest i

tion of tender bulbous plants has

species and is now thoroughly represental

No appreciable expansion of the outdoor flower gardens has

anticipated alienation of the site of the dahlia beds, the dahlias

650 plants in 285 varieties. The plantings of hardy chrysanthe-

mums, hardy asters, cannas, and irises have been maintained as

In the Advisory Council border, the background has been im-

proved by planting 19 large cedars. A quarter of the border has

been lifted, double-dug, and replanted, following our four-year

rotation. A hedge of yew has been planted along the curb oppo-

The Thompson Memorial Rock Garden is very definitely one

year. The north end has been planted with 8,000 Ericas and

Callunas in variety. Large numbers of plants of Pachysandra and

Arctostaphylos have been established on the west slope and more

the southern portion has been well started and about a hundred



v sunken path from which to enjoy

the perennial border

of the Advisory





week was designated and the garden was freely advertised, re-

sulting in a large number of visitors.

The work accomplished with trees and shrubs has been much

g 232 s;

eties; 541 others have been planted or transplanted as a part of

shrubs or small trees have been removed from the northern end

conifers and many deciduous trees have been re-labeled.

In our regular seed exchange, 5.-110 packets were distributed

world, and we received 1,786 packets in exchange.

The members of the Garden will be interested to know that

more than 2,200 kinds of plants are now growing in our rock

eludes more than 2.500 species, many of them of great raritv.
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ern boundary Conservatory Range No. 1 and the principal flowering

borders of herbaceous plants.

To the landscape architect, park superintendent and property owner

the Botanical Garden offers an exceptional opportunity for study. Here

locations as regards the presence of other trees and the contour and aspect

of the land. The planting of the members of each genus in close proximity
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It is with eep regret that thi nnounces the deatf

&«Jsar**^„ssc^et^

Some Qhoice Qoniferous Evergreens

For Ornamental 'Planting By £. «• F»««»g

dependability, and the choicest of backgrounds for all the other

Let us briefly consider some of the choicest among these plants.



demands a compact tree that will not spread. Slow-growing, i

is seldom observed in cultivation more than 20 feet tall.

Himalayan White Pine. (Pinus excelsa). Possessing the longe.s

ceful ;

colonization in which its lumber played so vital a part. When

beautiful landscape.

Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris). Irregular and spreading in

habit, with attractive orange-colored bark, the Scots pine has long

Europe, over large areas of which it is native, it is one of the

Spruces

Among the spruces also we find excellent material when large

evergreens are needed for backgrounds or screening. They are

said to withstand smoke and dust better than the firs, and are not

monly planted evergreens but unfortunately it is often used in

taller than is desirable. It is as a specimen tree or in a windbreak

or hedge that it is especially useful. In older trees the crown fre-

quently suffers when the height of the tree exposes it to winds
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by color or shape of leaves, by pyramidal or columnar habit, by

pendulous branches, or by dwarfed stature.

Serbian Spruce (Picea Omorika) . This tree from southeastern

along the branches is a distinctive and attractive feature.

lustrous needles of this species from the Caucasus and Asia Minor

tree more suitable than other spruces in those situations where

coarse foliage would not be so pleasing.

Tiger-tail Spruce (Picea polita) . The lustrous green needles

of this spruce are so stiff and prickly that contact once made with

them leaves a lasting impression which, along

dark winter buds, readily identifies the tree. This

Japan is a slow growing hardy tree and one of t

i foliage,

. A truly

forms has yielded tl

of blue spruces which are so characteristic of our gard

beautiful tree, in groups or as individual specimens, the blue

spruce has the one unfortunate feature that after twenty or thirty

White Fir (Abies concolor). A native of the relatively

:astern regions in the Rocky Mountains of North America,

ir has been found the most suitable of its clan for the cqu

fry climate of the eastern states. It grows up to fifty fee

ilways add a pleasing tone to any large planting of darker-!-



Nikko Fir ( Abies homolepis). The preferred place of the white

fir among our native species of Abies is shared by the Nikko and

the following- species among the exotic representatives of the

group. Growing as tall as the white fir, but darker in foliage, the

Nikko has proved itself one of our most valuable introduced

Veitch's Fir kko fir

valuable introduced species, having very lustrous dark green foli-

specimen position on large open areas. It hails from the Caucasus,



ness are concerned, than the Japanese yew. Tree-like or spread-

ing in habit, according to the particular form, it is one of the

most valuable of our cultivated evergreens.

English Yew (Taxus baccata). Though not so hardy as the



among evergreens, the Carolina hemlock has frequently been rated

the handsomest of ornamental conifers. It. resembles its northern

relative in general appearance but a certain quality of its beautiful

manently green aspects in beds of herbaceous annuals and per-

ennials which otherwise are lifeless and drab during a portion

of the year.

rocky, and exposed locations over wide areas in our northeastern

reported to develop a low mass twelve to fifteen feet across.

from the Himalayan region of Asia, this species has entered our

trade as another valuable ground cover. Useful in covering

upright, growing three feet tall, and is probably the bluest of all

passes that of the bluest blue spruce.

about two or three feet high. The following clonal variety of it

is especially desirable.
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spreading shrub rising above the ground scarcely more than a

foot, this form is especially valuable where a low dense covering

is desired. In habit and general appearance it is very similar to

forms.

Fan-shaped branchlets with flat scale-like leaves distinguish the

arborvitaes at a glance from other conifers.

connoisseur for whom they possess any real value.

Oriental Arborvitae (Thuja orientalis). This species, more

hedges

by tl )emg u

very handsome and fast-growing tree, one of the most beautifu

of the larger conifers.

Japanese Arborvitae (Thuja Standstill ). This rcprcscntativt

from Japan is the most distinct of its clan, for it possesses ar

erect leader and drooping branchlets which render it the mosi

graceful of all forms of arborvitae.

Golden Larch

Golden Larch (Pseudolarix amabilis). A handsome tree up t<

30 feet and more in height, but seldom seen in cultivation, is th<

which in autumn, just before the leaves of deciduous trees fall

:riking



The Chinese Water-chestnut,

SdrpUS tuberOSUS By W. M. Porterfield

J- flattish corm of a sedge, botanically known as Scirpus tuberosus

no relation to the' other water-chestnut, Trapa natans L., that

China, the plant that for a long time has had the name of water-

chestnut in the western world is an attractive, hardy, aquatic plant

which bears true nuts characterized by two or four horns. It is

Several different Chinese names have been given to the Chinese

sweet to the taste. It is eaten either raw or cooked. During the

winter all the Chinese vendors stock up on water-chestnuts, for

they are very popular. They first pare them, then impale several

the vegetables of the meal. Their taste is delightful, not unlike

that of sweet corn although different in texture. Sliced water-

table i

It is said that the Chin. ilso poss(

nst India Company's Botanical Garden at Calcutta.

"The children here often play with cash in their mouths.





the water level. The time of maturity is September. In general,

the water is drained off and the hillocks are dug for the corms.

In the letter quoted by Roxburgh 1 Mr. Duncan speaks of the

cultivation of water-chestnuts in manured tanks. Human manure

is used which after exposure to the sun is mixed with the slimy

corms are set in it about the end of March and then the tank is

flooded. The new crop is ready by September. [Turn to page 38.]
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The water-chestnut grows all over China as far north as Chihli

province, and it has long been known as a useful edible plant.

Martini4 in his "Atlas Sinensis" (1655) lists it among the useful

plants and gives its Chinese name as Pi-ts'i. He also calls atten-

into one's mouth with the "fruit" may be reduced to an edible

pulp that can be chewed quite easily. George Joseph Kamel5
, a

Jesuit missionary to the Philippine Islands, observed its habit of

ume of Ray's "Historia" (1704). Roxburgh's reference to it has

already been noted. Robert Fortune
"

- - -

tables

and the Chin.

Chin. DUght ii

>od to eat as a cooked vegetable as described above. To grow
em the conns can be planted in submerged flower pots and kept

ining leaf-mold and topsoil with a little sand and placed in a

ock full of water they will germinate readily. When the leaves

e plant with 2



zNew gardening (Jourses

<Begin In zMarch

jgVENING and afternoon courses in practical gardening, or

in March at The New York Botanical Garden and continu

The first course, "Introduction to Gardening," will compris

vals and illustrated with colored lantern slides. Starting March

every Thursday evening (except March 17) through April 28.

P. J. McKenna will be the lecturer. The cost of the course

eight dollars. Established members of the Garden and persor
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GARDENING PRACTICE FOR THE HOME GROUNDS



Hour Qhanged to 3 p.n

For Spring J^ecture

Garden, the hour will be 3 p.m. instead of the former 3 :30.

Kelson M. Wells, who is president of the City Gardens Club;

Jessie G. Fiske, a professor at Rutgers University and seed analyst

for the State of New Jersey; and Allyn R. Jennings, General

Superintendent of Parks for the City of New York and a member

of the Garden's Board of Managers.
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Hardy (Azaleas for (Beauty

Of Form and Qolor

In the Qarden By Clement G. Bowers

/GARDEN effects of considerable beauty may be obtained with

gardens have they been utilized to their full capacity. Thi:

lost frequently used in woodland

One sees beautiful effects with azaleas at our large flo

shows, but the species exhibi ted are often of such tender natui

as the Kurume azaleas, the various greenhouse azaleas and t

allies—that comparable resu

Recently there have appear!:d some very fine exhibits of hs

distinguished Cornell flower show

Ithaca where such wildlinigs as Rhododendron roscum



iiilder climates. The

11 grow. Moreover, they are easily prepa-

id easily forced under glass. These are

series are possessed of rare horticultural merit, and I shall later

mention some of those that are adaptable out-of-doors, but I

usefulness in cold gardens. Such azaleas comprise all the native

acter. Generally, they belong to that botanical subdivision col-

lectively called the section Pentanthera because they have only

Some of these hardy deciduous azaleas arc among the showiest

more besides. Their colors range from pure white through cream,

different types of flowers ;

li-double forms of the nat

clonal varieties of Ghent ;

plants. There are double and semi

and some of the "art" shades are particularly attractive. Crimson

and purple, however, are not present to any extent, nor arc their

values, when found, the same as in the other subseries.

The American species are generally coarser in habit than those

frequently taller. Under proper culture, however, these hardy
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sorts will become almost as floriferous as the others, being quite

covered with flowers at blooming time. It should be noted, too,

that where in certain Obtusum species (such as R. Kaempferi and

the clonal variety called Amoena 1
) the red flower colors fade

series, I do not know, but I can bear witness to the fact that a

that of R. Kaempferi (although far from being identical) retained

purple until the corollas dropped from the plant. Good plants of

R. roseum are similarly free from color distortion until the flowers

wither, and I think I am correct in saying that no faded flowers

Rochester, N. Y.
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flame azalea of Kentucky. Yellows, however, will sometimes

is cream when the buds open and soon becomes white with a

pattern of golden yellow on the upper lobe.

failing to perceive that these native shrubs are amenable to hor-

ticultural treatment of the most sophisticated sort, under which

they may become quite different objects from the often half-

is not a good use for them. But the plants one sees in the wild

are often growing under conditions of severe competition and

hence are seldom the equal of the vigorous, floriferous speci-

azaleas for general purposes, such as dooryard planting, borders,

shrub gardens, specimens and points of interest where color is

needed. The fact that they seldom become overgrown and the

further fact that they possess an interesting branching habit when

varieties in such a way that, in a collection of several species, some

plant will be in flower at almost any time between the last of

April and the middle of July. Of course, these plants are not so

generally "foolproof" as Van Houtte's spiraea, privet, barberry

about their site and culture. But I have previously explained2

matters of site and species.

The deciduous azaleas are exceedingly beautiful when set

shrubs. They are entirely suitable and sometimes very effective
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colored flowers of the latter and impart a sparkling color note 1

an otherwise somber effect, while a few rhododendrons among

use of species or varieties for definite purposes. Most azales

effec

recially if touched here and there by rays of sunlight which

ike their flowers glow against the dark shadows of the trees. A

cellent green background for the rest of the garden when the

flowers are gone, which is something of which few herbaceous

plants are capable. Gardens of this general plan although they

among the old estates of the North. In southern gardens of this

type there are many trees, and hedges enclose small areas of turf



eplar,

design to these beautiful gardens of Colonial days. With the rise

several flowering azalea bushes, set within one of the hedged

of t and s

azaleas of the Obti



plant of the yellow form of the Flame Azalea, or an orange form,

sure to get it. The equivalents of many Ghent and Mollis hybrids

them in the following descriptions.

and inferior species from Georgia and Florida, but the plants arc

the Florida

R nudiflor



Ther.

rely an insij

tion Day and makes an excellent dooryard and garden plant.

Rhododendron calendulaceum is the brilliant Flame Azalea.

yellow to orange-vermilion, and now a bright scarlet form has been

found. The latter was reported in 1936 from Kentucky by Dr.

market. This form has deep red flowers, ranging from orange-

vermilion to deep scarlet and most of the plants bear their flowers

in round, rhododendron-like trusses of 20 to 30 flowers each, with

. Other

I have

specie

At t

it the value of the yellow and orange

: some of the most gorgeous azaleas in the

of the Ghent hybrids, R. gandavense.

Plain of Virginia and the Carolinas, which, however, is fairly

hardy at New York and Boston. It is usually only eighteen

species useful as a ground cover. It blooms late in May and



:ribed and are of a delightful apple-blosso

y and is perhaps the most vigorous grower of a

e Rhodora, also blooms early, but



> forms that are salmon and salmon-rose. The

market under the name of Louisa Hunnewell. These are worthy

lich they actually

' the very hardy a:

lied R. i

.ardy a

The colors are mainly yellow, orange, and brick-red, and the plants

of both species and hybrids bloom at New York about mid-May.

deciduous rhododendron from Korea. It is notable for its very

spring, but not to be mixed with other colors.

:red, early, rose-colored azalea for Long

s about the 20th of April. It is very rare

larket.
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scries. We shall spend little time with these, not being particu-

not reliably hardy north of the environs of New ~i ork City or

along the New Knglaud Coast in sheltered places. It should be

noted that scores of varieties in this class of azaleas reach their

limits of hardiness somewhere between Philadelphia and Boston.

market. It is doubtful if they are as hardy as this species, but

"Azalea Indica Alba" and "Azalea ledifolia," is a splendid white-

north. It has a number of varieties under special names, some of

of its dull lilac color. It has a double form, called the Yodogawa

Azalea, which is rather handsome and does well at The New York



Small of flower and compact of habit, these

beautiful and are favorites at flower shows, but



(Bark and <Huds to Identify

Some ^Native Trees

In Winter By E. J. Alexander

(about eight feet) from each tree. The photographs

ce of Miss Maiaie Milland.—C.H.W.



i makes identification ea:

in the forest where only tl

The leaf-buds are ovoid-conical, light

reddish brown, smooth and shining and ap-

downy. The terminal bud is usually bent at

an angle to the twig. The obovoid flower

inks high for, though v
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Reviews of Recent Books

Current Literature at a Glance Carol H. Woodw;

Members of the Garden's staff have therefore given special attention to

' -months' exploring trip in South America where he is collecting

tion used on arrow points by South American Indians. They and other

members of the staff are also working on taxonomic studies of plants which
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The "Passing of ^Doctor Small

By John Hendley B

wITH the death of Dr. Small, which occurred at his home,

301 East 207th Street, in the morning of the 20th of Janu-

iry, 1938, The New York Botanical Garden has lost one who

in which he was a large stockholder seriously depleted his private

published paper, "Classification of plants endowed u



In January, 1890, he joined the Torrey Botanical Club of New

for nearly' half a century. Before the end of the year 1890 he

had made his first contribution to the pages of the club's Bulletin,

some brief "Notes on Asptenium pinnatifidum." This was the

first of fifty-five of his papers that appeared in the Bulletin, the

last in 1924. He was also a frequent contributor to Torreya from

During the summer of 1891, he and Heller undertook a botani-

upon their return published an account of the trip in the third

volume of the Memoirs of the Torrey Botanical Club. This ex-

lifelong interest in the flora of the southeastern United States.

Upon graduation from Franklin and Marshall in 1892, he

For the topic of his doctorate he chose the genus Polygonum

and this naturally took up most of his time; but he made re

tions to the knowledge of the genus Oxalis and the southern flora

appeared in 1895, and comprised 183 quarto pages and 84 plates

of botany of Columbia College, and served as his thesis for thi

degree of doctor of philosophy. In the same year he was electee

of Scie





The New York Botanical Garden had been inco

891, the year before he came to New York, but thr.

natural, therefore, that when the staff of the Garden was at last

museums. From that time he took an active part in building up

of the Garden consumed much of his time, although he had

plants, and he formed the habit, continued through later years,

of doing much of his studying and nearly all of his writing after

hours, at home, often sitting up until the small hours of the

may have shortened his life.

the completion of his "Flora of the southeastern United States."

There had been no professedly complete descriptive manual of the

previously explored. When the flora finally appeared, in 1903, it

masterpiece. It confirmed at once the right of its author to a

This great flora, like nearly all of Smalls hooks, was published

by and at the expense of the author. The New York Botanical

Garden had limited funds available for publication, and such

funds were wholly absorbed by the regular series, such as the

Bulletin, the Journal, the Memoirs, and North American Flora,

ft was therefore the settled policy of the Garden never to publish



handled by the Science Press, Dr. Small acted as his own pub-

lisher. This explanation is due his memory, as there were those

who complained that his books should have been published by the

Garden instead of by him. The Garden policy in this matter has

It was in 1901 that "John K." first visited Florida, to see with

his own eyes the remarkable plants that others were sending him,

eeded.

His . He

v facts about its flora. The nek

Of many of his later trips there is no printed n

case of some of them he never, it is believed,



irises, unaccountably ignored by all local botanists and botanical

visitors. They differed most strikingly in the color of their

flowers, but there were corresponding characters in the shape and

size of flowers, capsules, and seeds. In all, he and his associate,

E. J. Alexander, described as new nearly ninety species in this

group. Some botanists, prejudiced by a feeling that so many

are but forms of a single very variable one, but he studied and

knew them far better than his critics. Some of these irises have

all of the forms are still growing in southern gardens. A curious

kept in very dry ground. They are permanently hardy as far

north as New York, even in the Catskill Mountains.

Small's "Flora" of 1903, and the revised edition of 1913, were

sistent demand for a new and condensed edition. By a slight

restriction of the range, a vigorous abridgement of the descrip-

tions, and the omission of the ferns, he was able to reduce the

flora", after long delay, made its appearance in 1933. F.ven this

was a volume of nearly 1,600 pages, not well adapted to field use;

study of ferns and their allies. Some of his earlier papers were

it was not until 1932 that the volume entitled "Ferns of Florida"

made its appearance, with an illustration of every species de-

scribed. Thereafter he had many more drawings of ferns pre-

pared under his personal supervision, and his "Ferns of the

vicinity of New York", issued in 1935, and bis "Ferns of the



southeastern states", just off the press, are illustrated in the same

manner. He also had all of the drawings finished for the illustra-

After nearly thirty-four years of active work as a member of

paratively few. This was not due to diffidence on his part. lie

was a member of only a very few societies, and did not leave

that their literary output is small out of all proportion to the

in neither of these categories. The total of his published l)ooks

complete and incomplete. But 'his greatest welknL^vas Tten-



Bark and Buds to Identify Some Native Trees in Winte

Black Oak {Qucrcus velutina). With the much-lamented pass-

idges. Most distinctive, however,
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modern Study of Wants

In Relation To

Education By E. J. Salisbury



upon

tialities of scientific thought have too often been neglected for

the sake of mere erudition: There is a general tendency for

:ially i, subjec



replacement of the products of the craftsman by mass production

of machine-made articles, so, too, the rapid increase of popula-

tion following the Industrial Revolution inevitably led to somc-

ever, with all its faults, if rightly used, is in reality a fairly

efficient sieve for separation where large numbers are involved.

importance is attached to examination results and a wrong em-

taught not as living realities but, in the forceful phraseology used

by Winston Churchill in one of his novels, "Knowledge is pre-

at the equipment of the student for the earning of his daily

that the provision of the former is, to employ the expressive

dom to seek first the cultural background and to believe that the

The universities cannot be held blameless for the lack of appre-

May I, in this connexion, quote a passage from an American



it is true, can be an inspiring teacher who does not possess in

tellectual initiative and who is not engaged in a creative pursuit

but most of us have suffered at one time or another from the

investigator "whose thoughts are too full for words." Further

more, we must avoid the undue sacrifice of breadth for depth fo:

The accumulation of c

in others. In these days of extreme and increasing specialization,

in chemistry having no knowledge of biology as that he should

ciples of physics, chen

g of e
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A PLACE IN WHICH TO LEARN

wild' flowers" "In" the

all may be enjoyed and 'studied at appropriate seasons. The roadways

which wind through the grounds of the Botanical Garden, eventually

and careful system of labeling.
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Springtime in the Rock Qarden

iisplay. During Roc\ Garden Wee\, which
le next page, the Thompson Memorial Roc\ Gar,



Rock garden Week, J?ast Of cMonth,

^Preceded <By {Members <Days

cMay 26 and 27

WITH the Thompson Memorial Rock Garden entering

establishment five years ago, Rock Garden Week will be obser

at The New York Botanical Garden May 28 to June 1.

The two days preceding- the public opening of Rock Gar

Week have been designated as Members Days, on which m.

bers of the Garden will be admitted upon presentation of ca

Rose Week is announced for June 12-18. On both occasi<

e Rose Garden in the southeast portion of the grounds, there

11 be this year a large number of new Hybrid Perpetuals, some

of flowering plants in the Thompson Memorial Rock Garden,

this spring, with the trees and shrubs which form the background

of the garden, there are nearly 2.500 different kinds. Of some of

With the completion last fall of construction of the bog garden

at the southern end, the Thompson Memorial Rock Garden now

a cascade tumbles, over rocks contains many native species, some

of which grew there naturally before the garden was made, but



most of which have been especially raised for that bank. Partridg

berry and wintergreen cover the ground beneath a tree, trailir

hold there ; violets, mertensias, woodland ferns, and other natii

Within the spray from the cascade are plants which enjoy coi

slant moisture in the air as well as near their roots. Where tl

small stream runs along the floor of the glade, trollius blooms :

summer on the banks, and farther on are bluets. Beyond, whe:

the shore are now reflected rose-i

At the opposite end, a large ars

peatmoss and planted to varieti(

bloom in the fall. Lime-loving si

part of the garden. Alpine plan

, Japane

fully ir

son Memorial Rock Garden. Their seeds were brought b

Lewisia Tzvcedyi, Lewisia rediviva, Lcu-isia Heckneri, and other



J?ouise <Beebe Wilder

A Tribute by Sarah V. Coo

tend like shooting stars, and A. Karataviense, with two exceed-

ingly broad thick leaves and a heavy umbel of purplish flowers.

Noteworthy also will be Achillea tomcntosa King Edward; a



Flowering <Bulbs For

The Rock Qardetl By Ethel Anson S. Peckham

THERE is much discussion as to the advisability of putting

bulbs in the rock garden or into a moraine. Some say that they

care except to restrain one from the other. One difficulty with

the bulbous plant is that the leaves have to remain until they arc-

ripened. In a bulb with heavy foliage this is detrimental to a

cover plant which may be the companion of this variety and. in

the rock garden, one should not have to resort to the planting of

annuals, or any plant used as such, to cover bare spots left when

the bulbous plant disappears from the surface and lakes up its

revivifyine work during- dormancy.

of the ground-cov
&

er so that very valuable low-growing plants are

For use with crocuses and some of the grape-hyacinths they do

hard treatment while the daffodils bloom and, if the foliage of



ised and i

;
single Hen



etc. Such daffodils as Trevvirgie. Cheerfulness, Golden Pcrfec-

for when plants with the same style in habit of growth are spotted

about, the final effect will be bad. Things should be in masses

whether of color or shape. Too many spear

ice. The perfect rock garden will

be full of treasures and, at the same time, be a feast to the

same color tone. This may be deliberately planned for some places

Rock gardens are excellent spots to segregate plants that need

helps

frosts. To achieve their best £

top growth. Several years of 1

ned by f

night.

bits as they come up in spring is another danger. Naphtha flake,

which may be planted with bulbs of tulips, lilies, and crocuses to

make them distasteful to mice, may also be sprinkled on the

young leaves to discourage these pests Patches of rare, small

the top to be finally bent over after the bulbs have been engineered

into place. Patience and a little practice do the trick. The finely

sifted soil then can be dribbled in and more put on top before the

ially rl drought in early sunn



side, for they love such a place.

Do not try to put bulbs in the bog garden ; they do not like to

do provided the water runs off rapidly. Watch out also that

strong-rooted plants like columbines and some of the phloxes do

The ock garden is just the place for

T. biflora, etc., also for Bulbocc

C.

3 C. biftonis, C. Salsmanni, C. Siel

Ran 3 of t

grape-hyacinths among which are Muscari comosum and white

you are lucky, some old, real H. orientalis retrieved from an

ancient garden—all these are excellent.

are neither due into by humans, choked by neighboring plants,



zModern Study of ^Plants

In Relation To

Education By E. ]. Salisbury

/"AXE great merit of botanical study from the point of view of

haps the bi-st mediv.mi for training in accurate observeition. Obs.

imcly seei

the object or phem:

The visual

representation. The graphic method is clearly more suited" to the

stricts his verbal precision. Drawing, if 'regarded strictly as a

statement of observed facts, offers the best means of such tram-

activity and the basis of a large and essential part of every human

tion of these organisms over the face of the earth can only be

tion, whether it be that of the forests, of perhaps 280 million

extent of grasslands that have determined the location of pastoral



that end. I should almost feci that an apology was necess:

witness to the neglect of these principles in practice.

The increasing diversity of pursuits in a progressive

n ecology, physiology, bacteriology and genetics the ex-



in agriculture, horticulture, pomology, sylviculture and plant path-

ology. The mere enumeration of these branches, whether pure or

:t of t j of tl

ally woven into the warp and woof of a single fabric.

has saved us from the worst evils of the study of form unr

ynthes:

achieves, into a single picture, of so many aspects of botany itself

and so many branches of human knowledge. Its high educational

and cultural potentiality is an outcome of the fact that it is the

very antithesis of that common failing of the human mind to

think of different subjects as isolated compartments of knowledge

and not as different facets of one and the same jewel.

When we attempt to understand any plant community, the

and surface action. So, too, the chemist and the meteorologist

tenance of the supply of raw material for the higher

of the remote past, the study of external condition"



FLOWERS

IN THE

THOMPSON MEMOR1

ROCK GARDEN





i the contributions of glaciologists and historiai

student of "place names" may materially ass

n from the study of the habitat to that of t

it as to the degree to which the external

; have contributed to render the organ-

lt passive or active, in this respect, to

hope, sufficed to emphasize that the wide range of knowledge in-

voked by the ecological approach, though constituting its chief



back the water varies according to whether it is under high forests,

in this respect changes both with the seasons and with the passage

passage of years the surface of our roads has become better and

:ss absorbent, and our ditches are kept cleaner so that drainage

3 rivers has generally become more effective and rapid. Hence

'hat sufficed to restrain extreme conditions a hundred years ago

'ould not suffice today. Afforestation of the catchment area of

Prof. F. W. Oliver pointed out, in reference to the reclamation

of foreshores, that the plastic plant can and does meet the con-

the dead material of the engineer cannot hope to emulate, and at

a far lower cost. But such biological control demands not only

a comprehensive knowledge of the life-histories of the species

:sight.



today who think that to preserve an area all you need to do is

to leave it alone. The fact that our open downland, presented to

of thought.

although it is probably true to say that the majority of those who

make towards general culture and spiritual contentment that is

the provision of national parks. Only on the foundation of a

knowledge of plant life and its requirements can an educated

these pressing questions than of most that a sympathetic and
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[New Varieties Feature

The Rose ^Display

This Season

Rose Week is being celebrated from Sunday, June 12, through

den iii Bronx Park as an example of :fine cultuni and as a co

and species of roses. This year, •

they have been noting for seasons past, but also about 125







While such reliable roses as Mme. Leon Pain, Charles K.

Douglas, Miss Rowena Thorn, Mrs. Wakefield Christie Miller,

Condesa de Sastago, Leonard Barron, President Herbert Hoover,

Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Hofgartner Kalb, Mrs. Sara McGredy,

Gruss an Teplitz, Souvenir de Claudius Pernet, and many others,

color motif for f

. (lik<

Atkins, of Rutherford, N. J. At the end of this article are

by Dr. Whitman Cross, a geologist, of Chevy Chase, Md. The

seven have been selected by Bobbink & Atkins from about fifty

Another entirely new rose, also a bedding type vi

:s the

* Climber.

rose gar« replac

f the climbing roses remain as before, with the add

lew varieties, Glen Dale and Doubloons. The colle

icludes 97 different kinds, contains such outstandir

ximfield Courage, Dr. Huey, Star of Persia, Evai

France, and Miss Flora Mitten.

wight s .en to light p

E clear rosy-f

i Tantau, crc



colored blossoms which are carmine-red on the reverse, and the

remarkable Poulsen roses. The thirteen new polyanthas which

were planted this year are listed on page 128.

Among the recently introduced hybrid teas at the Botanical

Garden is Break o'Day, the product of the hybridizing skill of the

Brownells of Rhode Island. Introduced by Bobbink & Atkins in

1937, it is said to be the forerunner of a new race of extremely

hardy, strong, floriferous roses. Lily Pons, of this group, will be

Golden Frills, which came out in 1936, is a sport of Feu Joseph

Looymans which was found in the Bobbink & Atkins fields bear-

ing golden-yellow flowers on a stronger, freer-flowering plant

than its parent. Texas Centennial, one of the outstanding roses

of 1936, and Baronne Prevost, a vigorous, hardy plant bearing

large full flowers of pure rose-color, are some of the uthcr

While the hybrid teas, with 220 varieties, make up the greatest

i, 105.

Mor : hybrk and hea

known in America, although they have been favorites in Europe

for many years. One of the new introductions here, called Louise

Crette, closely resembles Frau Karl Druschke. except that the

inner side of the petals is yellow. Roger Lambelin. another

edged' with white. 'Ferdinand Pichard has alternate stripes of









^Propagation of the ^Native

Species Of Qhimaphila By Robert S. Lemmon

i-THE two species of Chimaphila native to our dryish eastern

them from the wild. Occasionally such efforts have succeeded,

In their natural habitat the Chimaphilas set an abundance of

extremely small seeds which ripen late in October and have all

left the capsules by December. For whatever reason or group of

shoots which gradually take on the stature of mature plants and,

in time, develop a few additional active roots. During the life

largely dependent upon the network of hidden runners which

connects it with its fellows. Hence one of the great difficulties

In my attempts to germinate seeds a long series of experiments



130

At the same time a series of top-growth cuttings, taken at two-

sand. Some were old wood, some of new wood with old-wood

heel, and some of the new wood without heel. All failed to strike

even a single root except those of new wood with about a 3/16"

heel—"stub" describes it better—taken just before the young

leaves reached full size. With these last a strike of from 75 per-

ago and provided some further details. For example, the sand

medium is slightly better than sand-peat, for both species. Again,

once it starts. Also, here in Connecticut, the best time for taking

After their root systems are well developed the cuttings are

potted off into a sandy, acid leafmold with a pH reading between

practically full shade, kept moderately watered, and set out in

The Flowering behavior

Of ZNorway cMaples By a. b. Stout

T^HE flowers of the Norway maple {Acer plataiioides) are

flowering period. Possibly this fall of flowers may arouse one's



These male flowers fall after their

over the entire tree. Such a plant is called monoecious.

In the Norway maple the two kinds of flowers do not .



of female flowers by pollen from male flowers of the same tree is

practically prohibited. It will be recognized that there will also

The maturity of the stamens and the pistils at different times

in a single perfect flower was first definitely described by Sprengel

in 1793 and he applied the term "dichogamie" to this condition. In

the Norway maples the dichogamous development of the two sexes

female-male sequence and some with male-female sequence.

tunity for cross-pollination is greatly reduced. But the members

of the two main groups are reciprocating in the relations which

the male-female sequence provide pollen for the pollination of

trees in the female-male sequence. Some ten days later the pollen

Thus in reproduction in the Norway maples there is cross-

pollination between members of two groups or classes that are

different, at least in respect to the sequence of the flower behavior.

Since these differences are inherent and hereditary the reproduc-

There are several conditions in both animals and plants which



!s that are fully alike :



effective and most fully provided for is that which is bi-genotypic.

The main facts regarding the reciprocation in the flowering

sequences of the Norway maples may readily be observed. Male

flowers are readily distinguished from the female flowers by the

relative abortion of cither the pistil or the stamens. The trees

period of their flowering; the trees which have the female-male

sequence shed the male flowers at the close of their flowering

period. The scries of rather simple observations here suggested

Trapa bicornis, a Water-chestnut

Known to the Chinese

cAs J?ing Ko By W. M. Porterfield

estedly looking at something a hawker was exhibiting.

from a blackish two-horned object at the bottom of the glass.

From the curved stem a couple of finely divided leaves floated

gracefully away into the water. They looked something like the

submerged leaves of Trapa, but may have been those of Myrio-

phyllum. Altogether this was a wonderful plant and the man ex-

for twenty-five cents. That horned object at the bottom of the

he urged them to believe, produced this lily. As a matter of fact,



for the lily flower. It would take more than ordinary technique

to produce such an effect.

The nut had come from the plant commonly called the water-

chestnut or horn-chestnut, sometimes also buffalo-head fruit, 1 and

Ceylon, has two (sometimes four) short slender spines in place

of the pronounced horns of the Chinese plant. It is extensively

abytl to be a:

The Chinese name for this nut is Ling Ko. It can be bought

The water-chestnut grows naturally in stagnant water. When
the nut germinates, the stem develops both floating and sub-

laterally dissected into capillary segments. The fruit is an edible

nut which resembles the head of a water buffalo with its two large

curved horns. These horns are smooth, but are quite coarse as

compared with the two straight slender barbed spines of Trapa

bispinosa. When ripe the nuts fall to the bottom of the pond

Robert Fortune 4 (1852) tells of the manner of collecting the

Hoo Lake in Kiangsu province. Apparently women and boys



Ty

e doing it. Fortune has given us a colored plate depicting such

cene on one of the canals. The inevitable humorous side comes

: where in the background one luckless picker has reached over

According to Bretschneider.' Martini's Atlas, published i

contained one of the first references to the horn- or water-cl

Trapa bicornis. There is also a four-spined European

1655,

The



capacitated. From their resemblance to these metal inventions of

the devil the name caltrops was given particularly to the four-

Both "water-chestnuts" are well liked by the Chinese for food

In fact, Trapa bicornis is sometimes included among the five im

portant foods of the Chinese people.

Though in taste they remind one of the chestnut, my owi

that the corm o

of Trapa.

The starchy c

state is 67.5 per

f Elec

with 12.1 pe^P^
is. The us(

Stints5
, Pen Tsa,3 Kang Mu. 1

90 by Li Shi-ch(

ses madet

boiled. The rea.

E;3iHi ;

supposed to be

lended for

harmful to



y ^~^r

intestinal disorders. Considering the filthy character of the ponds

brings digestive troubles. When boiled, however, it is nutritious
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garden club members, and other gardeners, both amateur and professional

—these are the types of people who are making regular use of the library

of The New York Botanical Garden.

r knowledge of drug plants; engineers and contractors requiring, for

ance, to know the weight of a cubic foot of soil; physicians seeking

mical details of such toxic plants as poison ivy and species which pro-

wisdom of herbs, Indian lore, symbolism and history of plants, and flowers

of the Bible, brings others to The New York Botanical Garden. Prospec-

Botanical Garden' - ~ '

' '
' '
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Results of Recent Research

In the Control of

Tests on Trees By e. Poner Fek

i-THE satisfactory control of insect pests depends to a large

-•- degree upon an accurate knowledge of the life history and

habits of the species under consideration. An important phase,

in the case of a number of insects, is the means of distribution or

dissemination. It was shown a number of years ago, for example,

that although the female gypsy moth, Porthetria dispar, was un-

able to fly, there was an extensive dissemination by wind carriage

of the recently hatched caterpillars, and until this was ascertained

be a most important agent in the dissemination of the Dutch elir

disease. There is no doubt as to the factors in relation to the

the infection a considerable distance. It has been held by some

that the beetles' flight was limited and apparently little considera

tion had been given to the possibilities of wind drift, in spite o!

the fact that swarms of related species have been known to be



In an effort to throw light upon this problem the Bartlett Tree

Research Laboratories started a balloon release project in 1936,

buoyancy were released at various points within fifty miles of

New York City. There were nearly five hundred returns, and a

number of drift records of thirty to forty-five miles an hour.

They showed a decidedly easterly drift, both northerly and south-

erly, and relatively little drift 'directly north or westerly. The

along the south shore of Connecticut both in 1936 and 1937. This

diseased trees decreasing with the distance from the presumable

center of infection, namely, an area in northern New Jersey. The

northeasterly drift in 1937 resulted in one return from Popham

Beach, Maine, a drift of 260 miles, several returns from the Cape

Cod area, and twelve from well distributed points in Rhode Island.

of Lon
erable

since it shows that millions of beetles from the earlier badly in-

fected area in New Jersey and southeastern New York must

have been lost at sea. This probability is further suggested by

the hosts of Japanese beetles in midsummer drift on both New
Jersey and Long Island beaches. These la

tirly 1, dily s

flight accounts to a considerable extent for the somewhat close

limitation of the Dutch elm disease to the southern portion of

New York and the coast line of Connecticut. The probabilities

are that the spread of the disease will be considerably slower

than heretofore because of the systematic destruction of diseased

and weakly trees throughout the infected area, thus greatly re-



The appearance of the European spruce sawfly, Diprion poly-

another illustration of the influence of wind drift upon the dis-

tribution of insects, since it is quite probable that this species

drifted in considerable numbers from the Gaspe Peninsula over

New England and northern New York. The extensive defolia-

tions of spruce in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont localities

in 1937 suggests that this insect may become a serious enemy of

the widely planted Norway spruce. The larvae or false cater-

that it is unusually difficult to see the pests. They feed by prefer-

a tufted appearance because of the' fringe of' usually unharmed

ti Mail e May

Saving the Holly

foliage of this beautiful evergreen', and prior to last summer n<

satisfactory method of control was known. Experiments witl

nicotine oil combination failed to give a satisfactory kill of th.

in a rather quick kill and entirely satisfactory control. The dan

for Stamford was May 25, 1937. Arsenate of lead was used a

spreader or sticker, such as S.S.S., at the rate of 1 pound to 10



Studies on the dogwood club gall were continued the past season

in almost equal numbers from a large number of galls and neither

deformation. Observations in 1936 showed that the yellowish

maggots deserted the galls in September or early in October, and

in 1936 sixty percent of the galls were empty October IS. The

molasses nicotine combination similar to that used for the con-

trol of the box leaf miner appeared of some value in shaded

localities, though not on dogwoods exposed to full sunlight. This

displays a marked preference for the pink dogwood. Cutting and

burning the galls before mid-September should give reasonably

Azalea and Pine Borers

The azalea stem borer, Oberca myops, hollows the tips of azalea

branches and girdles rhododendron stems. The nearly grown

grubs are yellowish, less than an inch long and distinctly swollen

or dead leaves is the most satisfactory control. The pitted ain-

ing a

dant. I

nated soil

lerable de

several inc

tree and

imber of

:hes wide o

nt of Go V

le base of the tree by masses of

the injured areas. It is possible

f thick lime sulphur wash at the

and is very effective in killing

the r

to til

elated 1

of Taxus

^weevil, Br,achyrhinus s„,ralU s. so injurious
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recently described Pseudococcus cuspidatae, was found somewh;

area of occurrence and the degree of infestation has so far bee

limited. This mealy bug does not produce the masses of cotton

matter hanging in festoons and loaded with eggs so characterise

of Comstock's mealy bug, Pseudococcus comslocki, which als

occurs on Taxus. A species of Pulvinaria, believed to be new. ha

also been found upon Taxus and is reported as likely to becom

quite serious. Another new scale insect, an undcscribed specie

at Haverford, Pennsylvania. This' brown, somewhat star-shape

The European beech scale, Cryptococcus fagi, has been al

Maine. Fortunately, this deadly a]

hell s



On Rhododendrons

recommended at such great dilutions as 1 pound to 500 or 700

factory results were obtained when the dosage was increased to



cA <PUa For the (Amateur By Sarah V. Coombs

^ cealed scorn of the amateur and his or her—generally her—

flower shows. By amateur, I mean the one who grows plants

that the man of the family is often responsible, may be good.

Men specialize in growing flowers more than women do. Plain

flower types such as zinnias and marigolds, when seen at a flower

very high so that the professional who often is good enough to

act as judge does not expect much and awards prizes rather

lavishly. He gives much time and judges with the utmost con-

flower show. It looks easy. It isn't, for it is even more difficult

merit. It

&

goes in, however, and perhaps because the exhibitor is



flat purse. If tl
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Louisiana irises or the dove-tree. We may have seen colored illus-

trations which are vivid and interesting but when wc have once

seen a glorious waterfall of the pink flowers of the Kolkwitzia

or the strange tawny color of some of the irises, or especially, if

we have seen the "dove-tree's fluttering white "bird", we shall

never forget them. The more flowers the amateur can see, the

In the mediaeval dimness of the early years of the century,

different perennials in a bed 25 feet by 5, her only salvation hav-

many a false step and many a time-wasting mistake.

This has been a plea to the scientist to help tl

a few words to the amateur herself. There £

clubs now and more power to them. May th

s down on your exhibit because there are holes in

: or the flowers are not as big as they should be for



poppies, your heliotrope and your mignonette and burn the ends

of the stems over a flame till a porous carbon is formed which

carrier for your flowers. Lay your dahlias in a long box if

&

you

<A {Mother of Islands By h. h. Rusby

J- in tropical regions, has been well characterized as a "mother

of islands." It also slowly extends the area of the land toward

coast and the islands off southeastern United States is Rhizophora

different habit, occupy similar regions in other parts of the world.



re forest with hundreds and finally thousands of st

anding thickly in the shallow water, and so firmly ai

r of the leaves which fall become entangled in th

go by, t

i of



The Recognition of Some

Common {Native Trees

<By Their J^eaveS By Harold N. Moldenke

of the sweet-gum render it one of the easiest of our native trees

to identify, for no other tree in our flora possesses star-shaped

leaves. Only with some of the maples could it remotely be con-

heart-shaped at the base. Smooth and shining above, the leaves

are often pubescent beneath in the axils of the larger veins. The

the fingers of one's hand.



. The base of each leaf of the American linden (below) U



or two-ranked fashion. A twig of sweet-gum will not lie flat on

the table, because the leaves issue from all sides of it, but a twig

of the linden will lie perfectly flat, with every leaf in its natural

thick-textured when mature, smooth and dark dull green above,'

paler beneath and also smooth except for tufts of rusty-brown

hairs in the axils of the prominent veins. Broadly ovate in out-

er more rarely truncate and is conspicuously oblique or inequi-

lateral. The margins are rather coarsely serrate with incurved

glandular teeth. The venation is pinnate—that is, like the branches

of a feather, except at the very base on the longer side.

to each other, so that a perfect mosaic is formed when the branch

is viewed from above. Normally each blade is thus exposed fully

to the sunlight so necessary to the growth of the tree. The slender.

of a naplc

id would pass just inside the tips of the twe

nain lateral lobes. Thus, though the lobes are slender, the blade

.vhen young. Though the leaves are definitely palmatelv five-

.cinerl. often onlv three of the lobes are distinct, the lower paii

icing much smaller than the others. At the base the leaves are

rhe terminal lobe usually

Sugar Maple
niddle.

ot the eastern states, the sugar maple and silver maple (described

above) are perhaps the commonest in this area, although the red



*

*
amplified by the silver maple. Above, at the left, is a single leaf of'tl
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the silver maple. The blades, which are palmately three- to five-

veined and three- to five-lobed, are usually about three to six

inches in both breadth and length. They are rather thin at

maturity, smooth on both surfaces, dark green and dull above,

flat for photographing.

wood, also known as the buttonball, plane-tree, or sycamore, re-

semble somewhat those of the maples, but may be distinguished

at once by their thicker texture, the hairiness of the young leaves,

and their spirally alternate arrangement on the twigs. Roth a

bud for

beins enly ir il of the h the

maples and most of our other trees. The petioles are stout and

shorter than the blade. The firm-textured leaf-blades are four to

heart-shaped to wedge-shaped, like the one at the right in the

picture. When young, they are densely floccose-pubescent with





ethe . The

and slender, usually only H to V/2 inches in length. The vena-

DUgh t

notch at the apex gives each leaf a squarish or saddle-shaped ap-

to truncate or rounded. Ordinarily four-lobed, the blades some-

of those thus far discussed. Though they are spirally alternate,

more remotely scattered on vigorous shoots. In shape the blades

vary from elliptic to obovate-elliptic or obovate. They are two to



rather early autumn before thev fall.
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problems in research. Some of them are taxonomists, working on the classi-

which are provided from the income of the Garden. Those who are thus



The New York Botanical Garden

The ^People's Responsibility

In Warring cAgainst the

(Dutch Glm ^Disease ByDonBioch

The

In 1930, in Ohio, autopsies on four elm trees confirmed their

cause of death as the dreaded Dutch elm disease, resulting from

malady, spread from tree to tree on the backs and in the bodies

of tiny, European bark-boring beetles, got to the middle west, no

one then could tell. It was not until almost three years later, when
the scourge was discovered full blast in New Jersey, whence it

spread rapidly into the nearby states of New York and Connecti-

cut, that a real epidemic was recognized. Immediately, our scien-

tists began systematic attempts to discover its method of entry

169



:t that two Europe, m bark beetles, Scolytus Scolytus and

"On Monday, August 7, 1933, L. M. Scott, Plant Inspector of

account of the Dutch elm disease. The burls, he found, were

destined for a veneer manufacturing plant in Kentucky. In these

Dr. M. W. Blackmail, of the Bureau of Entomology, as Scolytus

"Representatives of the Division of Forest Pathology were

streaks such as are produced by Graphium Ulmi. From specimens

were soon isolated by Curtis May and M. E. Fowler, thus con-



This double-comb



.'hich grows naturally anywhere in the United States is safe.

The fact that the bark beetle of European origin, Scolyttts mul-

slrialus. has been established as the chief carrier of Dutch elm

isease, gives little or no sense of security, for we have a native

s native. Should these beetles begin feeding on diseased elms,

: Europe

So far,

c plac

; fatal affinity n

were the basic needs; that with these both available at the right

time and place, the disease could be eradicated.

Increasing from 820 cases in the three most heavilv infested

i 1933, i

:r of Dim i to date. The total

Ohio, stands at 29,856, as of July 1



Altogether, 4,532,043 elms have been

anitary measures. This has been found



The sum of $12,902,026 has been expended by Federal and

States. On the basis of an average value of $26.50 for each orna-

mental tree, says the census, $662,500,000 would he a nominal

Co-operating officials of the tri-state infected area have worked

out an estimate of federal funds necessary to prosecute the cam-

paign for another five years, through 1942. Based on past costs

in the work area, the estimate totals about $15,000,000 to be spent

in proportions of 40 per cent the first year. 25 per cent the
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in elms, laboratory culture and diagnosis comprise the only reliable

course to follow in determining presence or absence of the disease.

Samples of the test trees thus quarantined are sent to the Federal

Dutch Elm Disease Laboratory at Morristown, New Jersey, for

culture analysis. If the sample there yields the Dutch elm disease

and the 1wood ai

ing and cutting are hazardous and costly. So heavy has this la

phase of the work become that in some areas a process of s

cide is resorted to, whereby with certain chemicals the ti

cally nullified.

5,137 el

d of bark from

dbvtf

over the exposed wood granulated copper sulphate, kept in place

by a strip of oil-cloth. Moisture from the wood dissolves the

The i left si

wood for fuel or oth.

That eradication costs may be reduced by

One is a power-saw outfit so mounted that it
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and dying elms—the potential breeding spots of the future. More

than three-quarters of a million such elms were destroyed in West-

chester and Rockland counties last year.

State authorities in New York have so conducted their cam-

paign that community and even private citizen "scouting", to re-

part of the general fight against the disease. Eradication has been

fected with the Dutch elm disease, there is no hope for saving the

mties. Of the almost 100,000 elms

cally or generally wilted, stagh'ea,

e of s.
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Henry W. de Forest

FOR ten years, until he resigned last November, Henry W.
de Forest was President of The New York Botanical Garden.

When he died on May 28 at the age of 82, the Garden as well as

the numerous corporations which he had headed lost a leader who

had been endowed with a rare ability to perceive and plan for the

future, whether that future demanded immediate attention or a

long slow period for development.

In both types of situation his genius as an executive was in evi-

intimate knowledge of plants and an intuitive recognition of their

until, with 1,800,000 specimens, they ranked as one of the great

Mr. de Forest's own estate at Cold Spring Harbor, Long

of directors, whether in the railroad, banking, oil, or insurance

business, his audience unfailingly listened. When he spoke before

A lawyer by profession, Mr. de Forest was also a railroad

executive (he had held, among other posts, the chairmanship of

the board of the Southern Pacific), and had directed at various

times the affairs of such diverse corporations as the Pacific Oil



Henry W. de For

it of ;i number of New York hospitals.

)f all his interests, one of his keenest was The New York

anical Garden. To its welfare he devoted unstintingly his

arkable energies.



The Recognition of Some

Common {Native Trees

(By Their J^eaVeS By Harold N. Moldenke

Black Oak (Qucrais velutina). There are some fifty different

the leaves are spirally alternate. Their blades, which vary from

ovate to oblong or obovate in outline, are usually five to ten inches

Beneath they are paler and more or less pubescent or else entirely

long. The seven to eleven (mostly seven)
#
lobes bear teeth with

Pin Oak (Quercus palustris). This tree, often known as swamp

in our area. Its leaf-blade's are usually much smaller than those

of the black oak, the lobes more deeply cut and the sinuses much

broader. In outline the blades of the pin oak are broadly oval or





White Oak (Quercus alba). The v

wide, wedge-shaped at the base, and three- to nine-lobed. At

maturity they are thin-textured, firm, and bright green, and may
be either dull or lustrous above, paler or even whitish beneath,

and without hairs on either surface. The blunt, oblong lobes are

ascending (that is, they point toward the apex of the leaf),

round-toothed or entire along the margins, and separated by wide

rounded sinuses, which may be rather shallow (as in variety lati-

loba) or may extend nearly to the midrib. The upper lobes are

usually irregular, often with small secondary lobes toward their

apex. The petioles are stout and only one-half to one inch in

length.

Shagbark Hickory (Carya ovata) . The

posed of several leaflets, or more than a single blade. In both

cases these leaflets are arranged in pinnate fashion, arising from

different points along the sides of the rachis, which corresponds

the twenty kinds of hickory in the eastern states, the shagbark is

one of our commonest. Its leaves, like those of all hickories, are

spirally alternate, eight to fourteen inches long (or larger on

petioles. The four or' six (usually four) lateral leaflets are sessile

.eing the s





short stalk. The leaflet:

acuminate (long-pointed) at the apex, inequilateral at the base,

regularly serrate and densely ciliate along the margins except near

the base. Firm though rather thin-textured at maturity, the leaves

above are dark yellowish-green and smooth, while beneath they

are pale and either smooth or slightly short-hairy.

White Ash (Fraxinus amcricana). There ai

d of tl is by

far the most abundant around New York. Though the leaves of

. They var

and entire or obscurely crenulate-toothed along the margins. At

maturity they are thin-textured but firm, dark green and smooth

above, pale green and either smooth or hairy and somewhat

glaucous beneath. Leaves with five and seven leaflets are shown

at the bottom of the picture.

ough v

beautiful one. The leaves are simple and are borne in distichous,

to three inches wide, acuminate at the apex, and obtuse or rounded



nc\ory and of a very difft



r softly hairy or smooth beneath. The margins are regularly

rather coarsely serrate and each tooth is again serrate with

ler teeth along its margins. The numerous parallel veins,

:1m leaves with different types of

leaf-blades are shown at the lower right. The related slippery

The short petioles

of the sixteen birches of the eastern states. As is true of most

birches, the leaves are spirally alternate, but are mostly borne on

spur bears two leaves. The leaf-blades of the yellow birch, a sepa-

rate one of which is shown at the left, are ovate to oblong-ovate

apex,

ula popuiifolia), so

ove, pale y<:llowish greei

1 vetsL^ach side of the midrilb. The

.. The
:llow, hairy, arid three-qu;

birch (Betula

but the leavesi of the gr;ly birc:h {Be





Raymond H. Torrey

vation of the wilderness

is of the United States and for their judicious develop-

ment for enjoyment by those who could appreciate them."

Thus did the New York Herald Tribune on July 16 appro-

priately describe Raymond H. Torrey, whose death on his fifty-

eighth birthday had occurred the preceding day.

Mr. Torrey had been a member of the Corporation of the New
York Botanical Garden since 1933 and a member of the Board

of Managers since 1935. Last January he was elected President

of the Torrey Botanical Club, which was named in honor of a

American and then of the New York Tribune. Of late years he

Place and Dr. R. L. Dickinson, of "The New York Walk Book,"

is, in which he developed a host of lifelong friendships. As a

nber of the board of managers of the Appalachian Trail Con-

is for hikers in the metropolitan area. He had been at various

=s a secretary for the New York State Council of Parks,

:ional Conference on State Parks, and the American Scenic
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and Historic Preservation Society, for which he had marked many

the Adirondacks. He was also a member of the American Asso-

Society, American Museum of Natural History, and the Appala-

chian, Green and Adirondack Mountain Clubs, and the Fresh Air

and Tramp and Trail Clubs.
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States and Canada, reached their distribution outposts within the

short radius of a few miles of this center.

today there are only faint remnants of this one-time forest vegeta-

tion. These exist primarily in the 20% of the 315 square miles of

it of subsoil water. Soil and rock exca

lave been spread to fill valleys and to

e physical conformation of the city has

eatly ir

andy, s

reactions. Their food values have been depleted by a forced draft

of plant growing, and with an almost total absence of humus they

offer little promise in supporting vegetation.

At the level of the ground other factors affect plant growth.

Pavements and other constructions not only prevent the rainfall

from reaching the soil but actually collect the water into storm

caked with soot and other deposits and it is almost as impervious

as the pavements. Consequently but a small amount of the natural

rainfall ever enters the soil.

Another, and by no means the least, of the handicaps for





stacks from the New Jersey coast are augmented by those in the

city to the detriment of the health of both plants and man.

and reduces the power of the leaves to assimilate food from the

plants are constantly struggling for existence. In this stale they

are in a weakened condition and become ready hosts tor insect

depredations and plant diseases. All the cultural and remedial

here tenfold.

restored.

Strangely enough, several of the kinds of plants which grow

would appear that the ones which have glossy leaves and can

endure droughts and those which prefer soils on the acid side of

pall of murky smoke and the presence of tall buildings that so

So far

vegetation in New York City to det<

elsewhere usually in connection with damage



s. With the wealth of new plant material added to our

rks since the spring of 1934 there would appear to he an

Numerous other factors play their part in the success or failure

of plant growth so that it can not be positively said whether it is

smoke, wind, shade, dust, heat, or lack of moisture that spells the

The most conspicuous growth in the first zone is the tree-of-







. The

tures seem extraordinarily capable of standing the rigors of the

city. Amur privet, although not so robust in habit, is more tolerant

to the cold and may prove to be better than California privet when

spur-thorn, five-leaved aralia and devil's walkingstick.

Trees and Shrubs of U



The Professional's

'Point Of View % J. g. Esson

y RS. COOMBS' remarks in the July issue of the Journal

I believe that the professional gardener, more so today than

ever before, aids the amateur to subscribe to his work. Indeed,

It is very true that the professional does think "with uncon-

accused of doing so where the amateur seems likely to make

on all sides of New York these last few years. Howe
architects have exceeded themselves in the design oi

it is to the plantings that these homes owe much of

England one hundred years ago

:



garden plants. Some of the most readable garden books, full to

Dean Hole's "Book of the Rose" ; "My Garden" by Eden Phil-

potts, or Susan Delano McKelvey's lilac monograph. When we

ing might be Mendel's theory.

to be certain of success with all they plant. Theirs are green

The second type is rather short-lived. As gardeners they set

would say: "They want to grow orchids before they can crock

The third is the type in which the professional is most inter-

ested. These have the urge to do gardening. Soon they will seek

out the professional and ask of him all manner of questions con-

cerning fertilizers, seeds, pruning, etc. They are the people who
read all the gardening magazines they can get.

the limit of his physical attention, he is bound to have success,

whether he does or does not win prizes at the shows. It is not

every gardener who has the luck or even cares for competition. It



Ko, the Kudzu Vine, ^Provides

Food, Shade, Qlothes,

cAnd cMedicine By w. M. Ponerfieid

definitely from the provinces of Chihli, Shantung, Kiangsi, Kwang-

Kweichow weave a cloth from the fiber, which they make into

textile plant, Ko. Seeds were presented to the Museum of Natural

these seeds were examined by Prof. Jussieu who found that it



beside his house at Meylan in France and that in five
3

had to be cleared away because it had grown over all a

wall space. In two years it had covered an area of 28

From France the kudzu was introduced into Germany i

and was heralded as a new ornamental vine for that count

account in Gartenflora for 1896 by L. Wittmack8 expai

as the photograph shows. It is used as a food by the Chin:

diiefly for the fine starch it yields. These fleshy roots may brar

In brief the uses of this plant are four in number: ornamcm



fiber and no amount of boiling will make them soft. They ca

: only be used for the starch which they yield in th

a flour called by the Chinese Ko-fen. Carriere noted th

which the starch swells in water and stated that one tea

i was sufficient to make a large dish of soup. He describe

idustrial uses arise from the fact that the best fibers froi

n be rr

n Chin,

fine and durable. The use of this fiber for i

As a source of beneficial as well as harmful drugs, all parts c

this plant have been used both in China and Japan. Stuart' ljrinj

ing fact that the part of the plant above groun

i to be some

-e used as well as the flowers in cases of alcoholic excess. The
loots are used to stimulate milk secretion and for application on

3ils. Flowers, leaves, stem, roots, and seeds are used to over-
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Trees and Shrubs In £New York Qity

cAnd Some Observations

On Their Growth By *<*»» urn* wdu
<° Landscape Architect

The Second Zone IL

THE exact boundaries of the second zone of plant tolerance

in New York City are not clearly defined. From the edge of

the degree of their success.

Among the trees, Norway maples and pin oaks have been c

over a period of years. The pin oak appears to have been

more successful of the two, although it usually loses its cxcurr

221



:ried, the red, scarlet, and shingle oaks would be as good as or

letter than the pin oaks. Even the Turkey and mossy-cup oaks

ire reasonably good in Central Park.

scarcity of reds, though the heavy, glossy leaves of red oaks

es of the common b

p of tent caterpillai

small-leaved European varieties are also good. They all suffer,

however, from summer drought and some species, such as the

American linden, lose all their leaves in late summer.

freely. Where the bald cypress has been planted as a street tree

in a limited area of Flushing, and also in the few places where

it exists in the larger parks, it has endured for many years.



nolia, and cork-trees are about the best, although two of the small

maples—the English hedge maple and the Amur maple—as well

as the buckthorns and flowering cherries can each be found in

and thicket thorns, seem to do well, but the glossy-leaved species

are the best. The cockspur thorn belongs to this class, and old

endured for many years in a thrifty condition in the Broadway

plots in mid-Manhattan. Woolly and green aphids are quite seri-

Magnolias and witch-hazels seem absolutely incongruous in the

Two of the viburnums also are good. One. the native blackhaw,

habit is compact and it has fine specimen qualities. Siebold

and, I

Man it of t

.rifty.

several stories high. Matrimony-vines, fleece-vines and the

Japanese honeysuckles can each be found on fences, walls and

covering the ground. Some of the woodbines are also occasionally



and many from that zone are likely to be a great de

:ssful here. It is noteworthy that the largest part (

to this region. They include the American ash, sass

Notes on Special Plants





Evergreen trees are the most conspicuous failures. Hemlock,

spireas are poor in growth. In places like Prospect Park, Brook-

conditions are more adverse,

extensive for city planting. Trial and error afford the surest test.



The Third Zone



Habitat Hunting In {Mountains

Of the Southeast With

Student Cjardeners By e. j. Alexander



1 Virginia state line was the first objective on the student

and find the conditions necessary for their well-being. The large-

were ripe and it is hoped yet to introduce this plant to rock

gardens.

One of the greatest rarities of the region, the little purplish-

Growing as it does in a dry hardpan mixture of shale fragments

clover of the region, was found also in flower and fruit.



slopes with a yellow glow. 1 Here also are colonies of the shrubby

but nowhere does it reach better development than in the shale-

rare box-huckleberry, Gaylussacia brachycera, each colony of

found the recently described Phlox Buckleyi in full flower, some

plants having flowers with laciniate petals. In southwestern

Virginia, nearby mountain-slopes and hillside pastures were fre-

quently buried under a pink avalanche of mountain laurel, one

altitudes. Those which first became plentiful were Magnolia





us swamp at Flat Rock where in its type locality we saw

cenia Joncsii. Associated together in this same swamp is a

victim and Azalea arborsecens, generally from the moun-

and 5
which may be found both in the mountains and along the coast.

canescens. There were of course many other plants, but those

named are in exceptionally well-developed natural stands and

Passif'lora incarnate.

Mi. Pisgah, a beautifully shaped mountain west of Asheville,

has a fine heath-bald development, making it an area especially

well worth visiting. In the forests on the middle slopes are great

festoons of Aristolochia macrophylla and fine thickets of Azalea

some of the large colonies of the rare sedge, Cvmophvl

The rocky walls here were also well-decorated wit

bit of southern "lowland flora of the trip, where atom
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banks were heavy thickets of Ulmus alata and Querent nigra and

scrambling over them Vitis rotundifolia, Bignonia crucigcra and

Cocculus carolinus. Ascending the Great Smokies from the west,

Hydrophyllum virgimamtm, occasional patches of Claytoma caro-

liiiiana and Parnassia asanfolia and quantities of Solidago

over the ridge,

great colonies of the endemic huckleberry, Gaylussacia ursina,

mingled with Indian paint-brush, Castilleja coccinca, and the

hady v . On
s Rid

leaves a foot in diameter.

Near Highlands, we went to see one of the finest known colonies

of Stewartia pentagyna and near it the velvet-leaved, dwarf holly,

Ilex Beadlei.

But now our troubles started. It was decided after a council-



The shtngle oak, often assumes a'jlat-

topped appearance in. the city:"
'

'
' '" well during 1

,
ii^.'i
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We

where the habitat was similar? We did find beautiful colonif

of the large-flowered wild ginger, Asarum Shuttlcworthii an

one patch of the rare Ophrys Smallii, a tiny orchid with ratht



drab-colored flowers, and many a beautiful woodland stand of

Black clouds rolled up and rumbles of thunder came nearer and

Many a head-high thicket of Leucothoe Catesbaei," in most per-

fect development did we see, but no Slwrtia; neither could we

the first mountain cabin we saw to do some inquiring.

in this section. He had never heard of it, but stated he was

find in that town had ever heard of the plant, but said they knew

through great thickets of farkleberry, Vactinium arboreum, and

finally started to ascend the mountains. It became almost im-

quent rolls of thunder, until we heard the roar of a great water-

fall. There in a deep gorge was the 300-foot plunge of the



SCENERY AND PLANTS FROM
THE STUDENT GARDENER'S

VACATION TRIP



in the Whitewater valley but on the opposite side from where

another council to decide if the elusive Shortia was worth another

day—and concluded that it was. We went to Rosman and took

been told to look for. It was necessary for us to be led by an-

other car through the maze of farm roads to an old rambling

We stood on the banks of the Whitewater River in front of

Asaru pollen

thought: wet rhododendron thickets.

Mt. Mitchell, highest point in the eastern states, was our

us by far the finest display of Azalea calendulacea of the tri

H.p h fairly o

/. scrpyttifolia ^

,e plac

^bove 5,000 i



is to be tested for hardiness. At Blowing Rock, the crevices were

draped with the silvery heads of Paronychia argyrocoma inter-

spersed with the rare Liatris Helleri.

In the northwestern corner of the state and in adjacent Ten-

nessee we found Crepis capillaris, unrecorded before from this

far south. On the way back through Virginia, stops were made

to see the rather rare Pachistima Canbyi and Clematis Addisonii,

Perhaps the greatest value of this 2,000-mile trip was the oppor-

by The New York Botanical Garden, but a fair numl

Biltmore Estate, of a number of native rarities which

The Qardeners Forum

AS AN
r\ and o

Botanical Garden, the Gardeners Forum began its eighth year of

ictivity at the annual meeting held Sept. 19.

P. J. McKenna was re-elected chairman for the year; Joseph

ransey was chosen vice-chairman to succeed Franklin C. Moore

;

ind Wilbur Wright was made secretary-treasurer, succeeding
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make well ordered collections of natural objects, who classify them, per-

work or for the satisfaction which their service to the world may bring

poration 'lawyer and a member of the Garden's Board of Managers, was
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The Contribution Of (Botanical

Qardens To Community £ife

of Aristotle and Theophrastus (340 B.C.) to the present and

many of the gardens of today are old as human institutions go.

: of plants. Plants in the last analysis are



the relaxation they offered were the perquisites of

rivate means or adjuncts to royal courts. In accordance



work, I get on the Elevated and come out here to the Garden.

That way I can forget my troubles for a time. Those evergreens

are just like some that stood behind the house when I was a boy."

tion is to be regarded as a park or playground. There should be

unique contribution to recreation of which it is capable. For

exhibits, library services, and lectures, a botanical garden can

provide educational as well as merely pleasurable forms of

roses; what information exists on chemical gardens; where

be "those of the moonseed) included by a housewife in her jei

made it inedible.

A large botanical garden with its world-wide contacts.



Third. Its function as a demonstration area is important. A
fine sod, a well-grown tree, a model garden, a planting of flowers

combined. These courses extend over two or three years and

bination of theory and practice possible makes a botanical garden

especially fitted for the education of gardeners.

advantage. The lecture course has long been used by botanical



tact with the institution's staff and facilities. It should be em

though both are of the very best quality. There must be oppor

tunity for individuals themselves to become active.



Some Qhronicles In

Qrape History By A. b. Stout

J- total of nearly 500 different species. All these are woody

the berries have little flesh and are not 'edible. Certain species,

semi-tropical regions of both the New and the Old Worlds, but

Vins Vinifera in the Old World

Of the wild grapes of the Old World evidently only one type,



and a rich flavor called "vinous". In the quality of their fruit

parts of the temperate zone.

eastern North America were persistent and extensive over a

period of nearly 250 years (1619-1850). Lord Delaware, John

Reasons for these failures are now evident. The vinifera grapes

susceptibility of the vinifera grapes to the grape root-louse

to give the fatal weakness that dooms these grapes for commer-
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It was destined that grapes suitable for culture in eastern United

States were to arise through the use of native species in hybridi-

zation and selective breeding. But this was not to be accomplished

knowledge during the period from early colonial days to the Civil

held as a theoretical belief, the efforts to acclimatize these grapes

gradually gave way during the first half of the 19th century to

1696 in volumes that are among the rarest of botanical publica-

tions. Various aspects of sexual reproduction, especially in re-

that seed reproduction in plants is essentially a bi-parental process.

It is to be noted that a rather popular volume by Richard

published in seven editions between 1717 and 1739. This some-



Selective breeding within species. The famous seed-breeding

than 100 years later in the breeding of the sugar beet (1840-

1850). In England, Knight (1806-1840) working with inter-

varietal hybrids of garden peas observed dominance, recessiveness,

a valuable monograph (1835) on the results which he obtained.

Le Couteur (1836) and others made and reported extensive

much attention. This was in the years between 1760 and 1860.

Gaertner (1849) reported extensive experimental hybridizations

these studies were chiefly academic in purpose and scope. Among
the other hybridists of note during this period were Herbert.

Lecoq and Naudin (1827-1864) who, to some extent, were con-

Several of these earlier hvbridists and plant breeders held views

tar in advance of their time. Many of the methods of modern

developed by them. Yet much of their work, especially in hybridi-

fruitful, and of no value. Also in the popular mind and in



tical value in breeding plants.

, in GrapesHybri,

. Dan

believed to be native were those of Thomas Mease in The Domes-

tic Encyclopedia (1804). Mease praised certain "native" grapes

which were then being grown with considerable success. One of

yard of European grapes. The fruits had a "foxy" flavor char-

from it. Also the berries were oval in shape. It is now be-

lieved that this grape was a chance hybrid. Thomas Jefferson

the best vineyards of France" and in 1809 he wrote regarding it

as follows: "I think it will be well to push the culture of that



The Isabella Grape appea:

. It a]

Advocates of hybridizatic

Nuttall of Harvard Univ

e Prince family of the famous nursery at Flushing







this volume. In 1845, Dr. William W. Valk of Flushing, Long

published in Hovey's Magazine (11: 134). But Dr. Valk prac-

habella Grape and applied it to pistils of flowers of a vine of the

Black Hamburg. Thus one of the best of the "native" grapes of

hybrid oriein was itself hybridized with one of the best of the

vinifera grapes. At least one seedling was grown from the seed

thus obtained and its fruit was exhibited in 1852. The bunches of

the fruit were large ; the berries were large, black, and vinous in

According to his statement Mr. Bull transplanted a wild vine to

he collected seeds from the wild vine, planted them, and thus

was the pollen parent of this seedling. The Catawba itself is

believed to be a hybrid with vinifera ancestry. Hence the

Concord Grape is to be regarded as a plant which has a vinifera

Massachusetts, Some ten years' earlier deliberate cross-pollina-

Chasselas as a seed parent and a vine of the habetla Grape as a



grapes.

zMushroom 'Poisoning By Fred j. Seaver

n ECENTLY a practising physician called at the writer's home

that a patient of his had eaten of this mushroom and was very ill.

pected offender.

The fungus was readily identified as Clitocybe illudcns, com-
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some persons as an emetic. I have several times eaten of it with-

:he same cooking have been sickened." M. E. Hard, another

fungus should not be used as an article of food. Neither should

Rock Qarden cAward to £Mrs. Schneider

Highest honors in the course in rock garden construction which

were awarded to Hildegard Schneider, who completed two models,

each of which the judges rated above all the others. Since com-

pleting the science course for professional gardeners in 1936, Mrs.

Schneider has been in charge of planting in the Thompson
Memorial Rock Garden.

Second honors went to Donald Samson, a student gardener;

third to Ned Irish of Bronxville, X. Y. ; and fourth to Dorothea

Mierisch of New York City, an artist, a member of the Garden,



the Poughkeepsie Nurseries ; and Joseph Tansey. greenhouse foi

class at a different time, so that the scoring- of each was inc

pendent of the others. The gardens receiving honors are illi
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Memorial Rock Garden, the
i

dons, 'remained in* flZer until late^November. The rose garden also

viewing the fine plantings; those who have gardens of their own for which

they are seeking ideas; and those who raise plants commercially and who

at the Garden.
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Conservatory Range 3Vo. 1,

(Completely Remodeled,

Is Reopened

O INCE early Novel

v5 have been able to

ber, visitors to Conservatory Range No. 1

ee the new tropical rain-forest house which

floral displays, and ot

d, as well as two houses devoted to seasonal

rer features in the newly remodeled range

The three houses de

Old and New World

voted to cacti and to other succulents of the

have been open to the public since last

until October that any other portion of

where the succulents ^:l™^::::lt^:^

remain to be planted later.

of plants, followed in mid-December by poinsettias and other sub-

jects appropriate to the holiday season. The display will be con-



Some Chronicles In

Qrape History By a. b. Stout

sL^i?^fHHliri"paglted^fnamed

experience

d cultm-e of these new grapes W ere determined by

in eastern

nvth of

i Unitecfltatefiich' was' made
"

in 1859 by E. M.

fewrted'tha"e were ahout 7,000 acres of

ipes of Xew York)

onTlSl'-y"was i

he 32 states. The most exte

^hue'thete^e
2,000 acre

ork Stat

than 500 ;icres of vineyards in the entire state



1880 largely because of the competition of grapes and wine from

California where the culture of vinifera grapes has proved to be

Wyoming and there are less than 7,000 vines in each of the

states of Montana, North Dakota, and Maine. According to the

in California in 1936 was 1,699,000 short tons and that for all

other states was 179,790 short tons. There have been fluctuations

the extent of viticulture. About 50,000 acres of graf

(11,200 acres), Arkansas (7,400 acres), Missouri (6,6(

Illinois (3,200 acres), Kansas, Iowa, and Oklahoma (al

Her,

:r Lakes

rank as follows- Concord. Catawba. Delaware and Niagara.

(3) The Hudson Vallev district of 7,000 acres, of which 88%
is Concord, 6% is Delaware, 2% is Niagara, and 10% is of



may greatly reduce the crops of fruit. The best of the grapes of

today are not suited for wide culture throughout the area of

Xew York State.

used in hybridization were grapes highly suitable for culture ob-

tained. In The Grapes of New York Hedrick mentions by name

about 1,400 horticultural clones of grapes that can be classed as

are of hybrid ancestry. Definite data regarding the parentage of

clone is revealed by its characters or by the character of its

eastern states have at least some of the characters of the northern

Fox grape, V. Labrusca. At least 30 of the 200 best varieties are

regarded as pure for this species. About 75 clones show both

(2) The species Fills vulpina L. (V riparia Michx.), the

Riverbank or Frost grape, is more widely distributed than any

is melting. It would seem that this species should be of value in

hybridization but few clones thus derived are of value. The

Worthington Grape, of some importance in the early development

clones appear to be hybrids of V. vulpina and V. Labrusca. There

appear to be few, if any, varieties that are obviously hybrids be-





Xew York to Florida and westward into Texas. The fruits at

black, juicy, and rather tart; they make a wine of rich color. Thei

of the fruit. One

State, is of this parentage. About 35 clones have V Labrusca,

Delaware Grape is to be noted as the best of the commercial

grapes for quality of fruit.

The Pinewoods or Post Oak grape of Texas and adjacent states

has been classed by some as V. aestivalis var. Lincecumii and by

devoted much time and effort to the study of the wild grapes of

the Texas area and to the breeding and testing of grapes. It is

r
other person in the United States. In a volume of 252 pages

species.

valuable grape at the present time for culture in many sections of

the South. The clusters of fruit have few berries which drop

when ripe. The skin of the berries is tough, the flavor strongly



red from wild plants. Of t

ive black fruit; others, as t



r z'inifera and also with several of the clones cultivated in the

Campbell Early. Some of these hybrids have the sterility char-

activity in producing new types of grapes is much greater today

at Fresno in California, at Meridan in Mississippi and at Willard

new grapes of promise, as Seneca, Sheridan, Ontario, Portland,

Fredonia, Westfield, and Golden Muscat have been produced.

now elapsed since there was the first deliberate control of both

the pollen parent and the seed parent in the breeding of grapes.



the most desirable characters of the native grapes. It is also to

be noted that no native grape is well suited for cultivation widely

under diverse conditions, and that the best of the clones now in

Winter lectures at the Qarden



<Bamboo cAs It Is grown

For Food In (Jhina By w. M. Porterfieid

The clump bamboos such as Bambusa and Dendrocalamus are

of many varieties are considered delicacies. Robert Fortune1

the French embassy to China in 1843 was responsible for sending

the edible bamboo Phyllostachys witis to Algiers where it is now
established. Foreigners in China regularly have them served at

their tables in season as a vegetable sliced and creamed, and they

be preserved in pickle. Now, canned bamboo shoots may be

bought. For transportation bamboo shoots may be kept fresh by



Japan Phyllostachys echdis U-haie, P- bambusoides Sieb.

tasting shoots. In the south of China3 the shoots of i

n 1329. p. 21. 1925).



For the more elaborate recipes the Chinese Cook Book compiled

by Mr. M. Sing Au (1936) and published by the Culinary Arts

classes, the "early" shoots, the "rock" shoots and the "red"

clean water after the sheath-leaves are stripped off, and boiled in

a big kettle filled with salt water. For every 200 catties ( 1 catty

two hours' boiling the shoots are taken out of the kettle and placed







While I have not heard this particular belief expressed by the

of 1835 the Captain discovered that his. bamboos at Jubbalpore

time, so he asked his gardener the cause. He replied, "We have

shoots." The Captain inquired what possible connection there

could 1) K " f '>

The Japanese Encyclopaedia



i 3.2 percent protein, 0.2

Water-Chestnuts ^Becoming established

eat the leaves of Nuttall's pondweed which he has tried to estab-

lish there. The water-chestnut, he remarks, is said to be estab-
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acres, and 980,750 are street trees scattered over 5,521 miles of
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150.000 individual pruning jobs each year, with such inadequate
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t, 6.5 percent crude fiber, and 3.6



Cacti in the {Northeast
By Martha Prentice Strong





April 5, 1937, at dawn, I st;

Mr. William Hertrich, Director of the Garden, kindly permitted me

species of the night-blooming cereus, Hylocereus undatus.

/Irs. Jerome W. Coomt
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Old-Fashioned Roses J^ive (Again

(At The (Botanical Qarden
By Mrs. Frederick L. Kea

T^HE planting of a border of old-fashioned roses this year at The Xc

ning roses from China, Old Blush China and Red Chin,
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Japanese (Beetle Time Is Here cAgain

T NFORMATIOX as to the ways of controlling the Japanese beetle wi

tion of the life history of the insect, obtained through the courtesy c
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JAPANESE BEETLE

Life History

Japanese beetles overwinter as grubs, or larvae, in £
lepths of 2 to 6 inches. During April they move nearer th

uid feed on the roots of plants. Early in June the grubs £

ng, pass through a transformation stage, and then become
beetles. By early July the beetles are present in numbe:
ibout and feeding extensively on the foliage, fruit, and blc

Protective or repellent sprays.—-The foliage of fruit, si

lamental trees and shrubs can be protected from beetle i

;eofprote, '

" ~
"

""'

when the beetles first

the plant subject to a'

if care is taken to actually hit then
afford satisfactory protection of ioliage. ine contact sprays in-

clude: Spray 4, listed above; commercial fish-oil soap or a good
grade of household soap, 3 pounds to 10 gallons of water; and
the commercial pyrethrum sprays, at rates recommended by the

Lawns can be protected from injury by Japanese beetle grubs
for a 5-year period by making one application of lead arsenate at
the rate of 10 pounds per 1,000 square feet of lawn. The poison
should be mixed with 25 times its volume of moist sand, soil, or
other suitable material, and broadcast by hand.

Cautions in the Use of Lead Arsenate

Lead arsenate is poisonous to man and animals, and children or
animals should not be allowed access to it. Great care should be
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ROSeS By PearlS. Buck

yet satisfying to me, because my roses like to grow an.i bloom.

of far-interior China. Perhaps I was thn:e—I don't k.low—not
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(Another Krubi From Sumatra
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the conservatories were closed for the day, the rim of the spathe had
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IX. The Preparations. You may make there-

from, i. A Liquid Juice of the Herb. i. ASyrup

of the fame. j. The Seed. 4. An Ointment . J. A
Pouder of the Leaves and Stalks. 6. The whole

Leaves. 7. A Ctlaplafm of the Leaves. 8. A
Dift tiled Water. 9.. A Liquor. 10. A Deception

of Leaves and Stalks. II. The A/hes. 12. The

cut Leave's for Smoaking.

The Virtues.

X. The Liquid Juice. Parh
effcQaai to cure the Dropfy,

Ounces of the Juice falling, v>

Furee the Body both upwards

havehad no experience of it, 1

bie that it may cure the Dropfy,

Hand and in a due Dofe. I (hoi

V& it^is ^continued ufe oHt
fmall quantity, and gradually

gainft the Stinging or Biting of any

P
XL '

Experie

;, being immediately applyed to the hui

It kills Worm



CHAP. DCXCIX.

Of TOBACCO Englijb.

I.TffE Names. It has no ArMck nor Greek

1 Name that we know of, being a Plant un-

known to the Antients -, but our Moderns have cal-

led it in Latine Velum (which is faid to be the pro-

per JwfaaName) and Nicot,ani, (from one JW
a French-Man, Refident in Yortuga

'

~*

ZLlT'" ZilTZl aSd H»Si^i«; j It was alfo called Tate«,
(tobacco). Modern bot

as firft coming t0 us from an lfland of that Name in

„ny ,
how^r, gives a slight-

hg We a Uiies . Lofe/ accounts it a kind of hyof-

!> Afferent account of the ^muiol Henbane, and therefore called it Hyofiy-

geogrophic origins of the „ww Lb/«», and Hyofcyamu, dubius, as being a

plant M„ in common use yellpw or doubtful kind of Henbane. We in

»J—

'

! "^ * C T'xS^Tis either , Englilb, called
word tobacco to an ongm

AntrtCum, Nicotiana Anglica, Englifli To-
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u.ffs; tobaccos, fixatives and dyes
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The £eaf Of Victoria Regia By h. a: Ricken

Engineering Takes a Cue From a Waterlily
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Tuberous (Begonia Species

{Native To The cAmericas By midegard Schneider

jyj-OST of the summer flowering tuberous begonias that are grown



following alphabetical list of New World species are in cultivation at

The New York Botanical Garden. '

mountainsides at an altitude of about 8,000 feet. Flowers small, pale

P
%*BamZ?ni (Bolivia'), w^Tname:<nn honor of R Napoleon Baumann

of Germany, who received' seed from

northern Cordilleras. The tops are li

tab. 7540. 1897) Distributed frorr

inally discovered in 1857 by Weddell

in 1865. First exhibited 1867 in P;

raised was the result of crossing B.

i. (Bot. Mag. tab. 5657. 1867)

The plant at The New York Botanica 1 Garden, which has not yet bloomed,

Garden by Mr. Schiede around 1828. (Link & Otto. Ic. Plan

lab. 45. 1828-31)

;t plants

ing, flowers deep rose-red. (Bot. Mag. tab. 5675. 1867)

ovate. Flowers rosy pin.k. (Bot. Mag. tab. 5897. 1871)

from Walter Davis, colle

of 10,000 feet near ChorjDe, Peru. It is a compact plant with b,

.right orange-scarlet flowers. First bl

Veitch in 1876. Used e>

Mag. tab. 6252. 1876)
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the Iguala canyon when

Garden, found it there in 1904. He
had been collected two years previous

Pringle. (Rep. Missouri Bot. Card.

• Cuzco at an elevation of 12,000 to 12,500 it

'Plant {Novelties From zMexico

TAURING the past several years the greenhouse collections at the
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'TpHE activities of The New York Botanical Garden are so diverse that it

i completed by the City giving us excellent facilities for









Rock Gar.

were added to the collection. Some 300 lilies and 150 other plants have

been set out in a flowering meadow to the immediate south of the bog area

in the Rock Garden.

Nearly 2,000 Carinas were propagated and planted near the Fordham

Ilex opaca. Assistance from the Works Proj

e Cos Cob Estate of Col. Robert H. Montgom.
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University of Missouri, Field Museum of Natura
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THE STAFF OF THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN
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